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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present the research objectives and methodology for a running project of
distributed web processing geo-services for spatio-temporal analysis of geo-data, the case of
Lloyd’s lists. We introduce the current problems and discuss the solutions in means of
theoretical and practical perspectives. Initial results from geo-data modeling using Unified
Modeling Language (UML) is presented and discussed. The paper ends with a discussion and
conclusion of the next steps that has to be taken in the future.
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1. Introduction:
Since the late seventeenth century, the shipping newspaper Lloyd’s List (Figure 1) and
its direct predecessors contain weekly and later daily information on global shipping. The
core of the Lists’ mostly tabular contents is formed by the categories “Shipping
Intelligence”, “Speakings”, “Foreign Mail”, “Casualities”, and “War”. Especially, the
first two categories are essential in our case. “Shipping Intelligence” consists of
exhaustive lists of the arrivals, departures and other nautical activities of civilian ships in
practically all important ports of the world. The “Speakings” list sightings of ships at the
high seas and give both the sighted and the reporting ship with name and geographical
coordinates.
So far, only very few researchers have recognized the analytical potential of the Lloyd’s
lists. Yrjö Kaukiainen [1] and later Roland Wenzlhuemer [2] have looked at the shrinking
of global communication times (first due to improved naval technology, later thanks to
telegraphy) that become visible in the “Shipping Intelligence”. But the “Intelligence”
holds much more information that – with a primarily quantitative approach – will allow us
to analyze, for instance, the shifting patterns of shipping routes; the time it took to get
information, goods, and humans from one harbor to another depending on the year and
season; the “black spots” and interruptions of service due to natural disasters or wars; the
shifts in trade intensity between specific regions; the constantly changing patterns of
transcontinental/international trade and migration; or, in short, the transformation of a
variety of “global spaces” during times of rapid globalization.
Therefore, the hypothesis of this research is that geo-processing the spatiotemporal
Lloyd’s Lists data on the movement of people, goods and information onboard of
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nineteenth-century ships vividly brings to life the migrational, commercial and, thus,
cultural circuits and networks that powered contemporary processes of globalization.

Figure 1: Part of a page of Lloyd’s list published on Jan 4th, 1851.

As an extra data source, we will also use the digitized maps of shipping routes downloaded
from David Rumsey’s map collection (Figure 2) and the CLIWOC database [3] which provide
weather data (wind speed and direction, air temperature, etc.). The aim would be to integrate
these datasets with the Lloyd’s data in order to improve the normal trajectories (digitized from
the maps) to a higher abstraction level, leading to semantic trajectories.

Figure 2: Part of map of Southern North Sea shipping routes with travel duration [4]

2. Research objectives:
The envisaged research will establish an exemplary interactive system that allows for
the exploration of various historical sources within the spatiotemporal context dealing
with arising ambiguities and vagueness (possible pasts). To achieve this it is necessary to
develop specific tools for linking, managing, visualizing, and analyzing historical
information simultaneously via the World Wide Web, which goes beyond simple static
mapping and allows for the identification of previously unknown patterns.
The research mainly deals with semantic interoperability of geo-services in means of
access, filtering and integration as well as performing spatial analysis of geo-data. The
main objective of this research is to adapt/design formal semantics (e.g. ontologies) in
order to make geo-information and geo-services interoperable for means of access,
filtering, integration and analysis of geo-information (e.g. Lloyd’s data). The following
are sub-objectives related to the main objective:


To define different needs and interests of historians in Lloyd’s data.



To study different geo-statistic methods that can be applied to Lloyd’s data.



To study about available standards of geo-information and geo-services (design,
storage, and retrieval).



To analyze the appropriate tools and methodologies for defining formal semantics
(e.g. ontologies).



To design Web Processing Services for different geo-statistic methods and algorithms
based on OGC standards [5-7].



To design necessary ontologies for WPS chaining and orchestration (local,
application, and data ontologies).



To design a prototype Web GIS that integrates various WPSs and
ontologies/taxonomies in order to provide spatio-temporal analysis of Lloyd’s data in
a user friendly manner.



To evaluate and validate the designed web GIS as well as the quality of output [8].

3. Research Methodology:
This research is a technological research and is broken down into five phases. Each phase
has its own research type/activity, and goal. Hereby we elaborate the plan of works that
have to be done in each phase, and later in the next section present the initial results of the
work that has been done for the first phase.

3.1. Data preparation and modeling

As mentioned before, the Lloyd’s list is a shipping newspaper published since 17th
century. In the first, these data should be digitized and prepared in a geo-database for later
use. A specific time period would be selected and the “Speakings” and “Shipping
Intelligence” would be extracted from the newspapers and concerted into excel
spreadsheets in a formal tabular format. In the next step the information would be used in

order to model the dataset. Unified Modeling Language (UML) is the most powerful and
common language used for this purpose since it is a general-purpose modeling language
and includes a set of graphic notation techniques to create visual models of object-oriented
software-intensive systems. The UML classes and properties defined within the model
could later be used in order to create a geo-database, and the available information for the
selected time period would be transferred to the geo-database.

3.2. Method selection and Data analysis

In this stage, a comprehensive literature review would be conducted in order to select the
most relevant geo-statistics methods (such as kernel density estimation, K(d) function,
Spatial Scan Statistics, etc.) that could be applied on Lloyd’s data for means of clustering
data, finding correlations, finding trends and patterns, detecting hot spots, trajectories etc.
These will use the “Speakings” and “Shipping Intelligence” data as case studies to build
an interactive system that allows the user to explore manifold historical data sources
(beyond the test- and showcase of Lloyd’s Lists) within a spatiotemporal context. The
methods would be selected, and applied on the dataset in order to justify their relevancy.

3.3. Web GIS design and implementation

In this stage the OGC standards for Web Mapping Service (WMS) [5], Web Feature
Service (WFS) [6] and Web Processing Service (WPS) [7] would be used in order to
design and develop a Web GIS for visualization and analysis of Lloyds’ data. The WFS
would be responsible of reading and storing data from/to geo-database. The WMS is
connected to WFS and renders and visualizes the data on the web browser. In addition, for
each method to be applied on the Lloyds list a WPS would be developed and various
services are chained together in order to respond to users’ queries. OpenLayers,
JavaScript, and HTML 5.0 are the technologies that would be employed for creating the
user interface and its connection with the services.

3.4. Semantic Interoperability and aggregation of web services

This phase mainly deals with designing and using the ontologies/taxonomies [9, 10], and
the results gained from previous phase in order to integrate various WPSs together
(service chaining), thus creating an interoperable collection of services that can talk
together in order to respond to users’ queries [11]. The result of this phase contributes to
the main research problem for chaining and orchestration of GI-services [12, 13].

3.5. Evaluation of Web GIS prototype and refinement of possible problems

This phase includes the steps that are going to be taken for testing and validating the
Web GIS prototype. For this issue, by use of web-service, the user (historian experts)
would try to filter and analyze the Lloyd’s dataset by using different spatio-temporal
functionalities which are provided via User Interface. The strengths and weaknesses of the
designed Web GIS are found and new approaches for improvement would be developed.
The service would be evaluated in two different means: First, the functionality of Web
GIS would be tested. Speed of loading the data and working with the service (user

friendliness) are the main parameters to be evaluated. Second, evaluating the results of
spatio-temporal analysis is another main point of interest. We would set up an experiment
and ask historians to work with the service: How useful are the results for developing new
questions? How do results fit into established knowledge about shipping? What other
source material may be of historical interest? etc. The results of evaluation would be used
to improve the Web GIS in the second cycle of Web GIS design. Evaluating the quality of
geo-datasets and their influence on the results (error propagation issues) are also the final
steps in this research [8].

4. Data preparation and modeling
As mentioned before, the Lloyd’s list is a shipping newspaper which scanned copies of
them for specific periods were ordered by the group for research purposes. As an initial
attempt towards digitization, a large amount of published information for a specific time
period which was of interest for historians; specifically years 1851 and 1871 were read
and transferred into Excel spreadsheets in a formal tabular format. In the next step, in
order to design a geo-database for the Lloyd’s data, a geo-data modeling task was
performed. From all the necessary information that needed to be recorded, a total amount
of 6 tables were designed, each of which carry special attributes. Figure 3 illustrates the
geo-database schema containing the name of designed tables. Note that the first four
tables are normal tables containing several necessary information (e.g. Ship name, Captain
name, Event date, Journal Date, etc.), yet the two last tables are considered as feature
types since they have spatial components, thus can be treated as point features.

Figure 3. A schema package containing grouping of tables in geo-database

As it can be seen two main tables are tbl_Speakings and tbl_Intelligence which contain the
shipping information. Figure 4 illustrates the data model for each table in a class diagram
fashion. Furthermore, tbl_Speakings is the most special table in this model which contains
coordinate values in forms of latitude and longitudes where the actual speaking has
happened (somewhere in the sea) as well as information about the plan of the other ship
(the sighted ship) such as its port of origin and destination. The information from this
table could later be mapped in order to understand trends and patterns such as trajectories
and hotspots where the speakings were likely to happen more often, if any. The other
possibility for use of this information could be to correct the generic shipping routes that
were already digitized based on collected maps from David Rumsey [4].

Figure 4: Main part of the data model in Unified Modeling Language

5. Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper we presented the research objectives and methodology for a running
project of distributed web processing geo-services for analysis of spatial data, the case
of Lloyd’s lists. In the first stage, a data model for the Lloyd’s lists is designed in
order to provide unique format for the whole dataset. Afterwards, the data model was
be used in order to create a geo-database, which will be populated with Lloyd’s data.

Later, for future outlook, the data would be read from the geo-database through a Web
Mapping Service (WMS) based on the region of interest defined by the user. Various
Web Processing Services (WPS) would also be developed each of which perform
special geo-statistic functionality on Lloyd’s data.
Furthermore, using simple sample points would not be the only case in this research,
we will also use a higher level of abstraction in order to introduce semantic trajectories
of data. The reason is that more application-oriented ways of analyzing segments of
movement suitable for specific purposes of the application domain is needed. This
trend has promoted semantically rich trajectories, rather than raw movement, as the
core object of interest in mobility studies. Therefore, in the future our research study
will provide the definitions of the basic concepts about mobility data, as well as the
approaches and techniques for constructing trajectories from movement tracks,
enriching trajectories with semantic information to enable the desired interpretations
of movements, and using data mining to analyze semantic trajectories and extract
knowledge about their characteristics.
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